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Title: “Bodies as political means” 

 

Abstract: If today politics is identified with mere administration, fundamentally 

understood as the 'organisation of means', my aim is to show the consequences of this 

phenomenon in relation to the secondary role assumed by the 'means' in philosophical 

discourse, basically aimed at elaborating rationality as a faculty capable of defining 

supreme ends by obscuring bodies. In the face of the overwhelming power of the market 

and the crisis of classical institutions, as result of the western rationalisation process, the 

ultimate horizon of this intervention is to show how the challenge of our times is to 

make bodies real political means, unavoidable vehicles for new symbolic orders, at the 

same time singular and common.. 

 

Bio: Elettra Stimilli is Professor of Theoretical Philosophy at the Department of 

Philosophy at the Sapienza University of Rome. She directs the editorial series 

“Filosofia e Politica” and “MaterialiIT” by the Italian publishing house Quodlibet. She 

is also part of the scientific committee of the Bloomsbury book series “Political 

Theologies” and of the Editorial Board of the Journal  "Political Theology She authored 

numerous essays that revolve around the relationship between politics and religion, 

focusing on contemporary thought. Among her publications:  

“The Debt of the Living” (ed. it. 2011), Suny Press, New York 2017 (spanish. transl. by 

Pretextos 2019);  

“Debt and Guilt” (ed. it. 2015), Bloosmbury, London 2018 (spanish. transl. by Herder, 

2020);  

“Jacob Taubes. Sovranità e tempo messianico” (ed. it. 2004, 2019); (spanish. transl. by 

los Libros del Tabanos, 2020; forthcoming in English by Bloosmbury).  

“Filosofia dei mezzi. Per una nuova politica dei corpi”, Neri Pozzi, Vicenza 2023. 
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